
		 	 Playground Policy 
  

“Everyone who works with children should do what is in the best interests of the child.” 

  Article 3 United Nations Rights of the Child  

Opening Statement: 

Every child has the right to enjoy a positive outdoor play experience. Outdoor play should be 
adequately supervised and children should feel safe. For children to feel safe adults on duty 
need to be respected and their instructions followed. The environment should be enjoyed 
and treated respectfully. 

Playground Culture 

Children should be encouraged to enjoy the outdoors, explore their environment and play 
imaginatively, alone or in groups. Children should be encouraged to manage, with help when 
necessary, their social situations positively and independently – without unnecessary 
interference from adults. Children should feel that they can ask for help when needed. If any 
game leads to unsafe or negative behaviour, the adults on duty may have to ban the game 
from the playground for some time. Adults need to cultivate a consistent approach to 
discipline in order for the children to feel safe. (see Behaviour Policy) Adults on duty need to 
oversee and be vigilant of the children’s activities. 

How we promote positive behaviour in the playground 

• Supervision in line with Education Department guidelines 
• Identified members of teaching and support staff are “on duty” at playtime. 
• When more than one member of staff is on duty the adults spread themselves out 

over the playground area to ensure they have sight of all play space 
• If only one member of staff is on duty the staff member should position themselves 

where they are able to see the playground and move around to ensure a “presence”  
• Staff on duty are in the playground before the children or accompany them out 
• Teachers ensure there are enough adults outside before sending their children out. 
• Smaller incidents of first aid are carried out in the playground; more major incidents 

are dealt with by a first aider. During the KS2 breaks staff may require additional 
support for first aid as there is only one member of staff on duty.   

• Senior staff are available to deal with any serious incidents. 

 Positive role models  

• Adults will play with children to model positive attitudes such as tolerance, resilience 
and fairness.  

• Adults will use positive language when talking to children about problems or conflicts; 
asking open questions such as “why do you think XXX is feeling unhappy?” ; “what 
happened to make XXX feel cross?”; “what do you think you should have done…?”  



• Adults will give both parties the chance to speak before deciding if any sanctions are 
necessary. Where appropriate the adult will give the children the chance to decide 
what sanction is appropriate.  

• Adults and playground Pals keep an eye on the friendship bench and seek to involve 
and “befriend” any children who are sitting on it.  

• At the end of playtime all adults remind children to walk to their lines. 

 

For further information please see  

• Trinity Behaviour Policy  
• ESC Lunchtime supervision Policy  
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